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“Chaucer Fields”
(or: Dover Down field and “Bushy Acres” fields )

an irreplaceable inter-generational asset which 
must not be squandered

Jeremy Kendall, for UCU meeting  10 May 2012   
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Three Heritage reasons for  not spoiling 

“Chaucer Fields” 

I. The Views 

II. The Hedgerows

III. The Pathways 
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I CCC Policy emphasises Landscape value: 

“University Slopes” recognised  as 1 of only 9 key strategic views

Source:  CCC, Canterbury Conservation Area Appraisal, p. 33
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I Yet even CCC recognition does not do full justice 

to the value of current views 

• The ‘Chaucer fields experience’ is yet richer and more 
dynamic:
– Walking/cycling/running etc within the fields  - or viewing 

from University road - one  encounters varying and 
exceptional 360° views 

– Relatively ancient legacy  
• Medieval Beverley farm to the north also in view

• Full range of medieval Canterbury simultaneously visible (including 
St Dunstan’s church not visible from other parts of campus)

– Relatively modern green buffer  
• Juxtaposition of foreground green landscape  with panoramic 

cityscape,  then also green landscape visibly stretching beyond 

• despite urban development, remains  recognisably continuous with 
the situation over 10 years ago ….
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I View from within “Chaucer fields” c. 1900

Source: Reproduced with kind permission: Paul Crampton’s Canterbury: Suburbs & Surroundings, History Press, 2010 
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I The spoilt view 

• The University’s own consultants’ ‘visual amenity’ 
assessment (Planning Application) recognises: 
– ‘significant long term impacts’

– ‘significant long term combined cumulative impact’

• But these  conclusions were based on static 
methodology - without even considering the dynamic  
experience of viewing while travelling above (viewing 
opportunities from University road)  or within the fields 

• A more sophisticated methodology accounting for  user 
experiences would have reached even more negative 
conclusions (cf. English Heritage response to Planning 
Application) 
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I How will the Spoilt view will be experienced?

• View south from University road  over green space (as travel between 
Keynes and St Edmunds turn offs) will be irreversibly damaged gazing south:  
– Initially car park and new road instead of green slopes come into view

– Then hotel, accommodation blocks, more new road, more car parks and 
roundabout  replacing medieval field structure and associated hedgerows

– Cityscape views fragmented, no longer panoramically inclusive of medieval 
monuments foregrounded by green space for sustained period 

– As many as 1 million unspoilt viewing opportunities will have been squandered 
over next decade (guestimate based on observations of bus use) 

• View from within fields will obviously be completely lost

– private payers in hotel bar & restaurant at centre of ‘Chaucer Fields’ , inside/on 
terrace, will have appropriated currently free views of Cathedral…

– …but even for these ‘consumers’, the accompanying surrounding field structure 
will be lost, and the expansive panorama gone (obstructed  by location of 
student accommodation blocks to the south)     
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II the Hedgerows 
• Some demarcate medieval field structures (Beverley farm setting) 

– Includes the celebrated twin hedge (“Roper’s  twitchell”)

– Associated with ‘beating the bounds’, helping demarcate St Stephens  -
St Dunstans parish boundaries since C18th 

• Others are more recent - but are of significant biodiversity value
– including very tall single  South West-North East hedgerow

– Rich habitat for wild birds, wildlife, plants etc (see EHT website) 

• Note: Hedgerows seem of special cultural significance in Kent, 
given the legacy of its agricultural development  

– For example, the Kent Archaeological Society’s dialect Dictionary 
includes over 30 references to hedges, and hedge related practices! 
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II Hedgerows: inside the twin hedge 
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II Hedgerows: the single hedge curving 

up from twin hedge to University road 
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II Hedgerow: “Jack Cade’s carvet”
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II The Hedgerows to be lost 

Chchaucrcollegec

40% of  hedge lost

100% “twin hedge” lost

75% of hedge lost 
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III The Pathways 

• Rich network of formal and informal pathways have developed

– including but not limited to the tracks and bridleways shown on formal 
maps 

• Not just valuable  as ‘desire lines’ to get to and from work-related 
campus locations: 
– used by all for leisurely strolling, running, cycling etc

• Includes on western side a pathway of at least 300 years of age, from 
Cathedral to Blean church
– Chaucer fields segment of this path seems to be about midway between 

Cathedral and church

– Symbolises connection between the city and its rural surroundings 

– This pathway is currently used by many (for whom it doesn’t matter that it 
is not formally designated or shown on modern maps! )   
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Extract  from Hill’s 1706 map, Highlighting 

path from Blean Church to Cathedral  
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Ancient Cathedral            Blean church path
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Pathways- other examples 


